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EAA240 
Summer 2010 

MEN IN APRONS! 
It's not for general publication but, at certain times during the year, 

Chapter 240 men can be seen in aprons! This is of course strictly 
answering the call of Chapter Duties and should not be construed in any 
other way.


We wear our aprons with pride, they are after all emblazoned with the 
crest and badge of our Chapter 240 - The First State Fliers. They give us 
dignity and are purposeful as we mix pancakes, cook eggs, make coffee. 


They are indicators of our dedication to our faithful breakfast followers 
who, as on Saturday July 10, braved torrential rains for their breakfast with 
us at the EAA240 hangar. Our aprons seemed to gave them comfort and 
confidence despite the harsh un-summer-like conditions.


Our two summer Breakfast events went very well. During the Air Show 
we served over 500 of our ‘Increasingly Famous’ Pancake Breakfasts, and 
attracting a good deal of compliments for our food, our hangar and facility, 

and also for New Garden Flying Field. In addition we 
completed our goal, via peddle plane raffle tickets, to fully 
fund our $1,000 Flight Training Scholarship for the 
current year. As a result one more lucky youth will take to 
the skies over  Garden Flying Field, courtesy of EAA 

Chapter 240 and our many supporters, hopefully the start 

of an another aviation career.

Saturday July 10th was, as mentioned, a stinker. Heavy rains, grey 

overcast skies meant zero fly-ins. But our loyal local and strong aviation 
following who drove to New Garden Flying Field and the EAA240 Hangar 
meant we were kept busy most of the morning, serving over 100 
breakfasts. Happy faces, contented families, wet kids (puddle-jumpers) all 
added up to a great and rewarding morning for all involved.


Great team-work by the apron-wearing EAA240 volunteers, and by 
those who arranged the food supplies, helped in the set-up and clean-up. 
Congrats and thanks to all.


                                          EAA240 Member - Mike Parry (President)

TeamWor
k!

Our Eggspert, Shaw and Sausage Bob!

Next Chapter Meeting : Monday Sept 6th, 7pm, 
Chapter Hangar N57
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Annual Pilgrimage to Lock Haven, Home of the Pipers!
As recent owners of a Piper J3 Cub (see previous Newsletters) John 

and I felt compelled to join the throngs of Piper devotees in their annual 
pilgrimage to the original home of Pipers, at Lock Haven PA, and to 
contribute to the Sentimental Journey event.


Our 1946 Cub still being restored we had to revert to the 
back-up, an SR22.....oh well. We were joined by Geoff (The 
Money) Woodard, and headed north, over the hills (they are 
NOT mountains) of north eastern PA.


We were greeted by our Restorer-in-Chief, Roger ('Rust 
Never Sleeps') Lehnert and were amazed to discover he was in 
fact an Event Official, with responsibilities and a badge.


The airfield was a mass of Piper yellow, with Cubs, Vags and more 
everywhere. Many other aircraft were present, a wonderful collection of 
vintage planes, a feast for the eyes and soul. Fly-by's and flour bombing 

competitions gave us a chance to see many of them in action.


We toured the Piper Museum, misty eyed and amazed at the 
history of the company, the airplanes and airport/factory.


A great day out, and one we'll add to the Chapter Fly-out list for 
next year. John and I will be in our Cub!


                     Members Mike Parry & John Leslie


A Lot of 
Yellow!

SUMMER 
HAPPENINGS - 
SENTIMENTAL 

JOURNEY VISIT
J3 bi-plane!

Mike, Roger (Event Official - see the badge!) and John
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FLY-OUT TO FLYING W 

EAA240 took to the skies again in 
June, with our Fly-Out to New Jersey’s 
Flying W Airport and Resort, under the flight 
leadership of Carl.


The flight is interesting, with PHL 
airspace to circumvent/avoid and deal with, 
plus two other airports in the vicinity of 
Flying W.


Four aircraft took a gaggle of 
EAA240’rs to Flying W and the new Cafe in 
the FBO area of the airport, arriving without 
incident.


Breakfast order-taking, 
cooking and table-

cleaning were all 
the 
responsibility 
of one - just 
one - chap. 

But he was 
certainly up to the 

challenge and the food and drinks all 
arrived in good order. He provided good 
entertainment throughout, and we enjoyed 
his banter.


Chuck seemed to be suffering from 
jet-lag, caused (maybe) by his flight in the 
Cirrus. He ordered lunch (a burger with 
everything) to the surprise of all, and the 
angst of of one-man-server.


The airport & resort are fascinating and 
are very well maintained. The FBO and Cafe 
area had many aviation memorabilia and 
items of interest. Locals and Fly-In visitors 
can use the Airport Pool, shaped like an 
airplane. As you can see from our 
photographs, it was very popular. Carl was 
disappointed (but we were relived) that he’d 
left his Speedo at home.


Our return to N57 was fun and 
uneventful, we’ll be back to Flying W for 
sure.


             EAA240 Member Mike Parry


Chapter Breakfast 
Fly-Out to N14

CHAPTER IN ACTION 
FLY-OUT TO FLYING W RESORT, NJ 

Chapter Fly-Out to Grimes, 2009

 Great breakfast at the airport!

The airplane-shaped pool at Flying W
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Summer Happenings 
~ Labstah Run! 

from EAA240 Member Jeff Vaughan

 

    A very large slow moving HIGH was poised to 
dominate the weather in the northeast providing 
an opportunity for me to fly from West Chester 
PA (KOQN) to Rockland ME (KRKD) to visit a 
friend of mine. My friend and his family were 
vacationing in Port Clyde ME where I go every 
year with my family. When we vacation in ME we 
bring with us 2 kayaks, 5 bikes and one small 
motor boat. No room for the RV to explore the 
many Islands from above. Unfortunately my wife 
was not available for the trip but my good friend 
Scott jumped at the opportunity, and took the 
photographs shown here. 


Scott and I both played hooky from work 
on Friday and departed at 7 AM in the severe 
clear skies. Our route lead us around the NY 
Bravo airspace then direct to Portland and then 
on to KRKD overflying smaller airports as we 
went. The trip took 3 hours and 25 gallons of 
fuel. We did not see one cloud in the sky the 

entire way up in the morning. My friend Craig 
met us at the airport where we assumed the 
driving responsibilities and dropped Craig and 
his kids at a golf course and I drove around the 
area acting as a tour guide for Scott. He had not 
been to this area in ME and was interested in 
learning about the area as a possible future 
family vacation spot. 


The evening ended with cocktails and a 
great lobster roast with Scott, Craig, and his 
family. Saturday we awoke to a perfect blue sky 
morning. After some blueberry muffins and 
coffee we departed for PA with our overnight 
bags and four live lobsters that were to be 
consumed for dinner in PA. Again we did not 
encounter any clouds the entire way home. We 
had flight following all the way from Portland ME 
to West Chester PA and we even got to fly 
through the NY Class Bravo airspace. 


Flight following was very accommodating. 
Total time going home was 2.75 hours and 21 
gallons used. I finally got my chance to see Port 
Clyde from the air. 


I will be returning to Port Clyde by car in 
two weeks for our annual vacation.


                  EAA240 Member Jeff Vaughan

PORT CLYDE TRIP
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In-spite of appallingly inaccurate weather forecasting for both days 
of the Air Show that likely kept some people away attendance and 
interest levels were strong, particularly on Saturday. The atmosphere 
from the visiting public was supportive and positive and great fun was 
had by all. 
       The many aerial performers and extensive static displays, kids 
entertainment plus some great foods kept all engaged throughout the 
afternoon. The combination (and contrast) of the B-17 Memphis Belle 
and the B-2 Stealth Bomber was stunning, and having either as part of 
the weekend was a major accomplishment, never mind both


Matt Chapman, John Mohr, Manfred Radius, Kevin Russo and 
Jason Flood thrilled the crowd with their own unique flying, barnstorming 
and aerobatics.


WW11 Re-enactors educated and entertained the air show visitors 
with their vehicles and encampment. It was quite an event!


Full credit to Jon Martin, EAA240 member and Airport Manager, and 
the New Garden Township who’s commitment, imagination and resolve 
brought the event together with such a strong set of performers, 
entertainment and fun! 


Congratulations to all who worked to make the weekend such a 
success. And see our Air Show Special Newsletter, and web site for more  
details and many more great photographs!     www.eaa240.org

SUMMER HAPPENINGS - AIR SHOW! 

by EAA240 Member Nathan Hauser
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Another youngster will take to the skies over DE and 
PA each year, a beneficiary and winner of the Fred Kacena 
Flight Training Scholarship.


We fund the Scholarship by raffling off a Pedal Plane, 
at $5 per ticket. Once again, in 2010 and under the 
guardianship and ticket sales efforts of EAA240 member 
Jeff Vaughan, we fully funded the Scholarship costs of 
$1,000.


The Pedal Plane winner was drawn out of the hat at the 
Air Show by the Aviation Models. Our winner is; 


           Wilma McMinn of Parksburg 

               Many Congratulations to Wilma and her family! 

FRED KACENA FLIGHT TRAINING SCHOLARSHIP

Fred would have 
been Proud!

August 13, 2010 —Jet wash from Vice President Joe 
Biden’s plane, Air Force Two, caused significant damage to 
a parked and unoccupied Piper PA-18 on Wednesday, 
August 11, according to the Associated Press. The Super 
Cub, owned by an undisclosed aerial media company, was 
parked and tied down a few hundred feet away, at Malloy 
Air East FBO on Francis S. Gabreski Airport (FOK), in 
Westhampton Beach, New York.


The Boeing C-32, a special version of the 757, was 
carrying Biden back to Washington after a two-week 
vacation with friends in the Hamptons in eastern Long 
Island.


“The 757’s engine wash lifted the Piper (Super) Cub aircraft 
that was tethered down in an adjacent parking area, 
causing damage to the (aircraft’s) left wing,” an Air Force 

statement said. The Super Cub was lifted a few feet into 
the air but since nobody was on board there were no 
injuries.


The Air Force said an investigation will be conducted, 
including a damage assessment on the Piper and who’s 
responsible for the repair costs    


         �

OOPS! SORRY........

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gDNutYLi6s97Bk7nfGPr3T945r4AD9HHHUS00
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gDNutYLi6s97Bk7nfGPr3T945r4AD9HHHUS00
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Future 
Aviators 
Summer Camp 
2010 

This year was the second year for the 
Future Aviator's Summer Camp at New Garden 
Flying Field.  The purpose of the camp is to 
expose today's youth to aviation and give them 
an experience for a week that will last a lifetime.


2010 proved to be a great success for the 
Airport, Community, New Garden Township and 
General Aviation.  39 campers between the ages 
of 8-14 were in attendance July 12-16.  With 
looming forecasts and extremely hot 

temperatures all campers had a great time and 
continued smiling all week long.


Throughout the week all campers 
participated in many aviation games and 
activities including rocket design-build, 
parachute design contests, egg drop airmail 
contest, careers in aviation presentations, 
simulators, hang gliding and much more.  The 
highlight of the week was Thursday when 
everyone went on an Intro Flight with a Certified 
Flight Instructor.  Later in the day world-class 
aerobatic performer, Matt Chapman, performed 
a private educational air show for the camp.


With the growth of this year's camp I look 
forward to the evolution of the Future Aviator's 
Summer Camp over the next several years.


I would like to thank the EAA Chapter 240 
for allowing the summer camp to use the 
chapter's hangar and clubhouse for the week, 
and another thank you to many of the members 
for coming out throughout the week to talk to 
the campers about their aviation story.

SUMMER 
CAMP 2010

by Jon Martin, EAA240 Member and Airport Manager

Matt Chapman instructed at the Camp 
and flew a demonstration for the kids - 

wow!

Rockets were very popular

All the campers took a flight!
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For this first time visitor, Oshkosh was 
very overwhelming. Airplanes, cars, campers, 
tents, vendors and people as far as you can 
see. Jeff Vaughn, John Leslie and I started our 
adventure on Sunday, 25 July, meeting at Jeff's 
house to hook up the camper and start driving 
at 6:30 AM. The 16 hour drive was routine 
except for a heavy rain shower around the 
Pittsburg area and we arrived at Oshkosh, after 
a grocery stop in Fond du Lac, at around 8:30 
PM local time. As I stood in line to register Jeff's 
camper, I became aware of how great this 
Oshkosh adventure was going to be.  The 
people were very friendly although the 
mosquitoes were not.


Next morning, we awoke to a bright, sunny 
day. After the previous weeks rains, Camp 
Scholler was pretty much a mess. Jeff's 
excellent driving skills rewarded us with a Simi 
high and dry camping area. Unfortunately, three 
vehicles found themselves stuck in the mud in 
the same area we had traveled the night before. 
A big THANK YOU to Jeff for eliminating the 
dreaded "stuck in the mud" issue.


All told, the next 5 days were entirely filled 
with a sampling of sights, sounds and activities 
that Oshkosh has to offer. I say sampling 
because it's impossible to see and attend all 
there is in 5 days. From Warbirds, forums, 
workshops and vendor booths, I almost forgot I 
had my camera and did not take the number of 
pictures I wished I had. I was engrossed with 
listening to all the discussions that covered 
everything having to do with aviation. Most 
interesting to me were the forums in the 
Warbirds area. Seeing and listening to the "Old 

Buzzards" if you will, relating some of their 
aviation experiences, was awesome.


The sights and sounds of the daily air show 
were fanatic. I don't think future generations will 
have the experience of seeing the WW2 aircraft 
in those numbers much longer. Just think, 26 
DC3's in formation, 4 B-17's in formation, 
uncounted P-51's, a British Navy Spitfire,  bi-
planes from WW1, fighter aircraft from most 
major American conflicts. It's all so 
unbelievable. How long can originations similar 
to the Collins Foundation keep aircraft like a 
McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom flying? 
Something to consider when deciding on 
personnel donations. As exciting as the 
Warbirds were, they could not over shadowed 
the mass and variety of homebuilt and antique 
aircraft. The almost fanatical skill and care while 
building, rebuilding and maintaining the aircraft 
is amazing. I hope my future project turns out 
half as well.


One suggestion if you have the opportunity 
to make the trip to Oshkosh. Visit the EAA 
museum and Pioneer village. You will not be 
disappointed with the effort the EAA has 
dedicated to the innovation and progress made 
in the sector of aviation known as "home 
building" and the early pioneer's of the 
movement.


After 5 days of walking, biking and talking, 
we left Oshkosh on Saturday, July 31st. I thank 
both Jeff and John for guiding me through my 
first Oshkosh experience. There's no doubt, my 
goal for next year, will be to attend again.                                

EAA240 member Chuck Shipman


OSHKOSH 2010

Camp Scholler - home for five 
days for Jeff, John and Chuck

John worships at the coffin - the 
dead center of OSH

Walking the flight-line
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Border 
Crossings - a 
Follow-Up 

from EAA240 member Bob Murray


I feel I should add a few comments to my 
earlier blog – Bordercrossings – to reflect 
changes that have taken place in the past few 
years.  Among them, was installing and 
registering a new 406 ELT, soon to become 
mandatory for  a/c operating in Canadian 
airspace.


 Brutal headwinds and a delayed 
departure from N57 persuaded me to give up 
plans to take a coffee break at Sentimental 
Journey in Lock Haven and by the time I got 
to Wellsville, NY (KELZ) I realized I couldn’t 
make it to Orillia, ON (CNJ4) before they 
closed shop for the day. I was suffering from 
shaken-baby syndrome and  decided to 
spend the night in Wellsville and get an early 
start the next morning.


 However, my main concern was my 
eAPIS Flight Plan.  I called Customs and 
Border Protection in Buffalo and explained my 
situation - no computer and no place to refile 
the next morning.


“I’ve made a note of it”, the agent said, 
“you’re good to go tomorrow.”  Geez, it was 
all so reasonable I was caught completely off 
guard. “Thanks very much”, I kept saying until 
he finally hung up.


 I awoke to pea-soup fog the next 
morning, but when the airport mechanic 
picked me up at my hotel he said, “don’t 
worry, the airport is high up and it will be 
clear.”  He was right, but I over flew valley fog 
half way to Buffalo  before the ground showed 
itself again.  However the winds aloft had died 
down and it was CAVU. 


 I opened a new Flight Plan with BUF, 
which they accepted in the old format, 
although I had also filled out the more 
laborious ICAO form used by NAVCANADA 
and kept it handy. The hand-off from Buffalo 
radar to Toronto went smoothly and City 
Center (CYTZ) was busy, thanks mainly to 
PorterAir’s Intercity Service and their fleet of 
Q-STOL turbo-props.


 Once on the ground I called 
NAVCANADA and cancelled my ADCUS FP.  
And I called CANPASS to tell them I had 

arrived exactly on my ETA.  They gave me an 
entry number  and I thought I was cleared to 
leave. But just as I was about to hang up the 
guy said, “stay with your aircraft – two agents 
are on their way.”  The line boy wasn’t 
surprised.  “It’s that damn G8/G20 Conference 
next week.  This place has been crawling with 
security”


 Eventually two women dressed in black 
and packing guns headed for my airplane.  
They asked a great many questions before 
allowing me to leave.  It was an indication of 
things to come.  The Toronto Police Dept. 
spend 1.2 billion dollars on new uniforms, 
water cannons and other toys and the 
following week they arrested over 900 people 
– some of whom were demonstrators. Far as I 
know there were no terrorists.


 So forget my earlier comments about 
neat blue uniforms and no guns.  One side of 
the border looks pretty much like the other 
these days. They all use the same tailor.


 And, oh yes, I got to Orillia/Lake St. 
John Airport  in time to havethe wheel gear 
removed and my floats installed before 
heading forour summer place on Lake Huron.  
It’s nice to be back on the water and away 
from most of the bureaucracy for a few month 
at least.


Bob’s Super Cub 
moored at his 
home in Canada. 
He’ll be back 
with us in the Fall

EAA240 member Rob Murray
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New Runway Crossing Procedure 
Beginning June 30, 2010 , controllers 

will be required to issue explicit instructions 
to cross or hold short of each runway that 
intersects a taxi route.


"Taxi to" will no longer be used when 
issuing taxi instructions to an assigned take-
off runway.


Instructions to cross a runway will be 
issued one at a time. Instructions to cross 
multiple runways will not be issued. An 
aircraft or vehicle must have crossed the 
previous runway before another runway 
crossing is issued.This applies to any runway, 
including inactive or closed runways. 

Changes will also be made to the 
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) and 
AIP to reflect the new procedures.


Never cross a hold line without explicit 
ATC instructions. If in doubt ASK!


Reminder: You may not enter a runway 
unless you have been:


• instructed to cross that specific 
runway; 


• cleared to take off from that runway; or

• instructed to position and hold on that 

specific runway.


Concorde May Fly Again! 

An Air France Concorde was to 
have undergone borescope tests 
Saturday to determine if its four 
engines can be safely started in 
advance of a possible return to 
flight. The aircraft is at a French 
museum at Le Bourget Airport, 
where it was mothballed seven 
years ago when Air France and 
British Airways ended supersonic 
service after decades of financial 
losses and the spectacular crash 
of a Concorde in Paris in 2000 that 
killed 113 people. There was no 
word at our deadline on the 
outcome of the tests but it's 
hoped the aircraft can soon be 
fueled and readied for taxi tests 
before returning to the air for 
heritage flights. It's hoped the 
aircraft can be airworthy in time for 
a flight over the opening 
ceremonies of the 2012 Summer 
Olympics in London.


    � 


The effort is expected to cost more 
than $20 million and is being 
spearheaded by a French group, 
Olympus593. A British 
organization, Save Concorde 
Group, has also been trying to get 
authorities on that side of the 
channel to fire up one of the 
Concordes there but hasn't had as 
much luck as its French 
counterparts.  


Aviation Updates

Aviation 
Updates
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JeppDirect Tribute to 
Sully & Jeff at 
OSHKOSH 2010 

During the Young Eagles' 
dinner at EAA AirVenture, July 
29, 2010, Jeppesen presented 
Captain Sully Sullenberger and 
First Officer Jeffrey Skiles with 
this commemorative approach 
plate. This is a one of a kind 
approach, not to be repeated, 
and most definitely not for 
navigational use!

AVIATION UPDATES

Not for 
Navigation Use!
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       1,000 National Chapters! 

Each month over 1,000 local EAA Chapters 
around the world get together to enjoy the 
camaraderie of a group of people that share 
their enthusiasm for aviation. Monthly 
meetings and activities contain a 
variety of programs that focus 
on sharing ideas to make 
aviation safer and more 
FUN.


Chapters are about 
people. They bring together a 
group of individuals who enjoy 
the friendship of others and who are 
interested in learning more about aviation as 
well as sharing their own knowledge. Chapters 
are involved in a large variety of social and 

educational activities. There is 
something for everyone!


Monthly meetings provide 
forums for guest speakers and 
presentations on important aviation 
issues. Chapter meetings are a 

great way to get even more value 
from your EAA membership. 

Monthly Chapter activities 
are truly "grass roots" 
recreational aviation at its 
best. 


               Join us!


EAA NATIONAL CHAPTERS 

Your Contacts 
• Mike Parry - President@eaa240.org

• Harv Martens - Secretary@eaa240.org

• Geoff Woodard - Treasurer@eaa240.org

• Larry Van Deusen - Membership@eaa240.org

• Carl Spirito -  Events@eaa240.org

• John Leslie - YoungEagles@eaa240.org

• Chuck Shipman - HangarManager@eaa240.org

• Chuck Shipman/John Lesllie - PA22Project@eaa240.org


Our Address 

• EAA Chapter 240

• PO Box 240

• Toughkenamon

• PA 19374


Go Fly!

More about EAA National 

www.eaa.org

More about EAA Chapter 240 

www.eaa240.org
Our Award Winning web site!

http://www.eaa.org
http://www.eaa.org
http://www.eaa.org
http://www.eaa.org

